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ILLUSTRATE THE POINT
Throughout the summer, Ruffians Marylebone will be hosting a collection
of works from illustrator Robin Mackney, also known as REWM. 

The collection, North & South, has been partially commissioned by

Ruffians and takes inspiration from the barber shop’s origins in Edinburgh. 

To celebrate the launch, Ruffians hosted a party attended by lifestyle

and design journalists and bloggers. The drinks for the evening were

provided by Bulleit Frontier as well as an exciting spread of pick ‘n’ mix. 

Co-Founder of Ruffians, Andrew Cannon says of the collaboration,

“Robin’s illustrations work really beautifully in our Marylebone shop and

evoke a smart, sophisticated side to Ruffians. We are interested in all

forms of craft and talent and being able to host such intricate drawings

that we’ve commissioned ourselves is a great way to open our doors to

the local community and to those interested in the visual arts.” 

BARBERING

ON FORM
Adding to its More
Inside styling line
Davines
introduces the
Forming Pomade, a
flexible wax with a
natural finish and
medium hold.
Containing extra moisturising, the lightweight
formula allows the hair to be styled and reworked
without a sticky residue.    CIRCLE 131

ALL ABOUT THE LADS
Jacks of London celebrated the opening
of its latest shop in Southampton,
coinciding perfectly with the Euro 2016
kick off, as footballer Jack Butland is the
face of the brand. 

Continuing with the football theme,
local Under-18s rising stars from
Southampton’s football team were also in
attendance of the opening 

Sue Whitehead, Jacks of London’s
Managing Director, who opened the first
Jacks 21 years ago said, “We were looking for somewhere that had a certain style and a vibrant city centre and
Southampton fitted the bill perfectly. It’s got a great feel with a lot of guys who we know will appreciate the
unique blend of contemporary and traditional styling Jacks is famed for.”

MARSHMALLOW MOMENTS
Inspired by pomades of the past, the Grease Pomade from
Apothecary 87 looks at the original ingredients of pig or bear fat
in a modernised approach by replacing them with new ingredients
that still provide stiffening properties but add extra moisture. The
product also holds the new ‘marshmallow’ scent called Mogul,
inspired by both the process of making marshmallow and the
powerful media tycoons of the ‘20s. 
CIRCLE 133

Giving you the chance to match your client’s mood
with a balancing aroma, FAB Hair Friction

Tonics has created six individually designed tonics.
By massaging the tonic on to the scalp, the products

stimulate the blood flow to the hair follicle
encouraging hair growth and scalp health. 

Professional Hairdresser has five boxes to give away made up of each fragrance in
100ml bottles. Just CIRCLE 132 to give your clients some calm!

GIVEAWAY
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